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HIGHLIGHTS HIGHLIGHTS

Steel Town 
Stephen Shore

€50  £45  $60
ISBN 978-1-913620-06-6

TTP 
Hayahisa Tomiyasu

€35  £30  $40  
ISBN 978-1-912339-24-2

The British Isles 
Jamie Hawkesworth

€55  £50  $65  
ISBN 978-1-913620-14-1

Sleeping by the Mississippi 
Alec Soth

€50  £45  $60 
ISBN 978-1-910164-89-1 

The Adventures of Guille  
and Belinda Volume II
Alessandra Sanguinetti

€60  £55  $65
ISBN 978-1-912339-97-6 

A Pound of Pictures 
Alec Soth

€70  £55  $75 
ISBN 978-1-913620-11-0

Eikoh Hosoe 
Yasufumi Nakamori (ed.)

€65  £55  $80 
ISBN 978-1-913620-24-0

Dark Mirrors
Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa

€30  £25  $35
ISBN 978-1-913620-39-4

Deana Lawson
Peter Eleey & Eva Respini (eds)

€40  £35  $40
ISBN 978-1-912339-98-3

Good Hope
Carla Liesching

€30  £25  $35
ISBN 978-1-913620-42-4

Ravens 
Masahisa Fukase 

€85  £75  $100 
ISBN 978-1-910164-83-9

Family 
Masahisa Fukase

€50  £45  $55
ISBN 978-1-912339-57-0

The Complete Essays 
Luigi Ghirri

€22  £18  $27 
ISBN 978-1-910164-14-3 

I Know How Furiously  
Your Heart Is Beating 
Alec Soth

€60  £50  $70 
ISBN 978-1-912339-31-0 

Modern Instances:  
The Craft of Photography 
Stephen Shore

€38  £30  $45 
ISBN 978-1-913620-53-0

Look at me like you love me 
Jess T. Dugan

€45  £35  $55 
ISBN 978-1-913620-54-7

Puglia. Tra albe e tramonti 
Luigi Ghirri

€55  £45  $65
ISBN 978-1-913620-35-6

White Shoes 
Nona Faustine

€50  £45  $60
ISBN 978-1-913620-51-6
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•	 Updated version of Alec Soth’s bestselling box set Gathered Leaves, which offers a unique overview of Soth’s oeuvre and 
practice

•	 Extensive newsprint publication bringing together five of Soth’s major books in their entirety, along with detailed notes 
and additional images

•	 This highly original catalogue is a rich introduction to a major contemporary artist and essential for collectors and devotees
•	 Publication coincides with a retrospective exhibition at Versicherungskammer Kulturstiftung, Munich, in May 2022 and at 

The Museum of Modern Art, Kamakura & Hayama, Japan, in June 2022

Gathered Leaves Annotated
Alec Soth

Following on from the bestselling box set Gathered Leaves, published to accompany Alec Soth’s touring exhibition which 
opened in London in 2015, this unique publication brings together five of Soth’s major books in their entirety in a single, 
compact, and densely detailed volume. Across more than 700 pages of newsprint, Soth updates and reimagines the original 
version of Gathered Leaves by reproducing every spread from these five books with detailed annotations in the form of 
notes, text extracts, and additional photographs. This new roadmap through Soth’s oeuvre also includes a new introduction 
by the artist.

Soth’s meteoric rise to international acclaim began with his first book, Sleeping by the Mississippi (2004), an elegiac road trip 
down the ‘third coast’ of the United States, which has since sold through numerous print runs and is widely acknowledged 
as a classic. The success of his subsequent volumes Niagara (2006), Broken Manual (2010), and Songbook (2015) elaborated 
Soth’s lyrical but unflinching approach and reinforced his position as a master of the book form. His most recent work, A 
Pound of Pictures (2022), brings a new, poetic perspective to the idiosyncrasies of American life and the practice of image-
making, broached once again through Soth’s now-distinctive road trip format. 

Alec Soth (b. 1969) is a photographer born and based in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He has had over fifty solo exhibitions 
including survey shows organized by Jeu de Paume in Paris (2008), the Walker Art Center in Minnesota (2010), Media Space 
in London (2015) and FotoMuseum in Antwerp (2017). Soth has been the recipient of numerous fellowships and awards, 
including the Guggenheim Fellowship (2013). In 2008, Soth created Little Brown Mushroom, a multi-media enterprise 
focused on visual storytelling. Soth is represented by Sean Kelly in New York, Weinstein Gallery in Minneapolis, Fraenkel 
Gallery in San Francisco, and is a member of Magnum Photos.

Paperback with fold-out map jacket, printed on newspaper
21.5 x 26 cm, 720 pages
€50  £40  $55

Publication date: May 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-78-3

Signed edition available
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Beautiful, Still.
Colby Deal

• The first book from photographer Colby Deal, presenting an authentic documentation of the neighbourhood where he 
grew up

• This ongoing series of black-and-white photographs of the Third Ward neighbourhood of Houston, Texas, creates 
psychological environments layered with personal, social, and historical meaning

• Deal was made a member of Magnum Photos agency in 2020
• Includes an extended essay by Houston-based fiction writer, art critic and essayist, Garry Reece

Beautiful, Still.  is the first monograph from photographer Colby Deal, documenting the people, objects, and environments 
of everyday life in the Third Ward neighbourhood in Houston, Texas, where the artist grew up. In this ongoing project, 
currently consisting of over a thousand negatives, Deal sets out to provide a visual record of overlooked communities and 
the cultural characteristics gradually being erased by gentrification, as well as a depiction of communities of colour whose 
members are often portrayed with negative connotations. Through these instinctive black-and-white photographs, Deal’s 
down-to-earth approach to his subjects is made apparent; at times candid and blurred, other times poised and sharply 
focussed, the series builds to convey the dynamism and vibrancy of family, community, and individual life in the Third Ward. 
The scratches and dust left on the negatives reflect marks of lived life and simultaneously suggest the fragility of these 
documents and the corresponding precarity of the fabrics of social life they often depict. Deal’s almost conversational tone 
– the anthesis of media portrayals of the neighbourhood – invites his viewers in with a sense of joy and intuitive playfulness. 
From these alternately staged and documentary images, a new narrative emerges about a reductively and oppressively 
narrativised place, celebrating the agency and freedom that the photographic medium can offer.

Colby Deal (b. 1988, Houston, Texas) received his Bachelor of Fine Arts in the practice of photography from The University 
of Houston. In 2020, Deal was inducted in the Magnum Photos agency for his ventures in documentary photography and 
in 2021 was invited to the Whitney Biennial in New York City. He is an alumnus of Project Row Houses residency, Red Line 
Contemporary Art Center residency in Denver, Colorado, and in 2020 was awarded an exhibition at the Houston Museum of 
African American Culture. Within his practice, Deal explores the culmination of elements of the psychological environment 
as well as the physical and is directly inspired by his upbringing through getting to see his family’s photographs that were 
mostly taken by his father. This appreciation for slowing down and concentrating on photographing what’s right in front of 
him, ‘The Now’, has led him to be more in touch with using analogue photography. 

Embossed quarter-bound hardcover with faux leather
21 x 26 cm, 176 pages
€50  £40  $55 

Publication date: June 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-61-5

Signed edition available
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AMERICAN POLYCHRONIC
Roe Ethridge

AMERICAN POLYCHRONIC presents the first comprehensive catalogue raisonné of Roe Ethridge’s work from 2000 to 
2021, comprised of two interlocking threads of his celebrated photographic practice. Here Ethridge’s artistic and personal 
work is sequenced chronologically, interwoven with his commercial photography in chronological reverse, together forming 
a vibrant sequence of harmonies and dissonance, hits and B-sides. This long-form sequence moves fluidly between genres 
in the pursuit of a distinctive visual language – blending and playfully juxtaposing the realms of fine art, fashion imagery, 
and advertising with the everyday, personal, and generic. Ethridge explores how new visual experiences can be created 
through the reproduction and recombination of images, photographing and distorting the real as way of suggesting – or 
disrupting – the ideal.

Roe Ethridge (b. 1969, Miami, Florida) makes work as a commercial photographer, and an artist. Blurring the lines that 
separate the two, Ethridge creates images that are simultaneously generic and intimate, often treading between humour 
and cynicism. His work has been extensively exhibited and is held in the permanent collections of the Art Institute of 
Chicago, Carnegie Museum of Art, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Metropolitan Museum of Art, MoMA, SFMoMA, 
Tate Modern, Walker Art Center, and the Whitney Museum of American Art, among others. Solo exhibitions include the 
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, Garage, Moscow, Le Consortium, Dijon, France, and FOAM, Amsterdam. In 2011 
he was shortlisted for the Deutsche Börse Photography Prize. Previous MACK monographs include Le Luxe (2012) and 
Sacrifice Your Body (2014) and Shelter Island (2016).

• The first extensive survey presenting Roe Ethridge’s wide-ranging photographic oeuvre, covering work made between  
2000 and 2021

• A sequence that plaits together both art and commercial work to create a distinctive long-form visual essay
• Ethridge’s work has been widely exhibited and he has become renowned for his unique and subversive visual language, 

blurring the boundaries between art historical genres

Embossed hardcover
25 x 28.7 cm, 480 pages
€63  £50  $70 

Publication date: August 2023
ISBN 978-1-913620-65-3

Signed edition available
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•	 First book from renowned Magnum photographer Emin Özmen, presenting long-term personal work made in his 
homeland of Turkey

•	 Published on the eve of the twentieth anniversary of the inauguration of the ruling party (AKP), and with the 2023 
presidential elections approaching, Özmen’s book offers a perspective on a situation of extreme political tension at an 
important juncture in Turkey’s history

•	 Includes texts from both the artist and co-editor, alongside a long-form text by the award-winning Turkish author and ex-
political prisoner, Aslı Erdoğan

Olay
Emin Özmen

Meaning ‘event’ or ‘incident’ in English, Olay is powerful chronicle of a tumultuous decade Turkey, tirelessly documented by 
Emin Özmen. This first book by Özmen is a retrospective of his work to date, recounting the photographer’s homeland in a 
ceaseless state of turmoil, hit by dramatic events including a failed coup d’état, popular uprisings, natural disasters, political 
purges, and ongoing military operations. This vivid and fast-paced series of black-and-white photographs is punctuated with 
moments of calm in the form of meditative colour images and personal texts. Despite the omnipresent tension, a feeling of 
graciousness and warmth emerges from Özmen’s work, which unfolds into a nuanced and necessary comment on the Turkish 
state and the sentiments of its people. 

‘We are constantly being tossed around between violence and quiet daily life. Turkey gives no respite. Never a week without 
a drama, never a month without a major event. Olay is a documentation of Turkey, on the brink of violence and grace. Here, 
nothing is simple, everything intertwines and clashes, the beautiful as well as the ugly, sadness as well as joy.‘ The book is 
accompanied by a long-form text by the award-winning Turkish writer, author, human rights activist, and ex political prisoner, 
Aslı Erdoğan. 

Emin Özmen (b. 1985, Turkey) is a Magnum photographer based in Istanbul, Turkey. For more than fifteen years, he has 
undertaken a long work of photographic documentation on the social, climatic, and civil troubles that shake the world, in his 
country in particular. His work has been published by TIME, The New York Times, Washington Post, Der Spiegel, Le Monde 
magazine M, Paris Match, and Newsweek, among others. Özmen has been the recipient of numerous grants and awards, 
including two World Press Photo awards, the Philip Jones Griffiths Award, the Public Prize of The Bayeux Calvados awards 
for war correspondents. He was a member of the jury of 2016 and 2018 World Press Photo Multimedia contests. 

Cloé Kerhoas (b. 1987, France) is an historian, photography consultant, and and photo editor. A long-term collaborator of 
Emin Özmen, she has been working on Olay for several years. She co-edited Olay with him.

Paperback with jacket
17 x 23 cm, 160 pages
€40  £35  $50

Publication date: August 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-73-8

Signed edition available
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•	 New collection of work from the widely exhibited artist Talia Chetrit, featuring recent photography alongside images from 
the artist’s archive

•	 Oscillating between humour and seriousness, the series explores the power dynamics between photographer and subject 
through a variety of visual languages 

•	 Follows the success of Chetrit’s previous bestselling book, Showcaller (2019) 

JOKE
Talia Cherit

The latest collection of work by Talia Chetrit riffs insouciantly on themes of life, death, and birth through a variety of visual 
languages. In JOKE, Chetrit brings together family photos, street photography, still lifes, selections from the artist’s teenage 
archive, and expansive self-portraits involving a cast of characters who feature as both engaged and unwitting collaborators.
 
Referencing a wide range of photographic tropes and traditions, Chetrit studies the power dynamics between photographer 
and subject as they spar and collude. JOKE deals in high humour and deadly seriousness, plunging us into a world in which 
social roles are inverted, norms are examined, judgements of taste and value are suspended, and everything coalesces, dead 
and alive, true and false, sincere and affected.

Talia Chetrit (b. 1982, Washington, DC) is an artist living and working in New York. Her photographic and video work 
explores questions of performance, identity, artifice, and sexuality, oscillating between the realms of personal and private, 
planned and candid. Chetrit has had recent solo exhibitions at Kaufmann Repetto, Milan (2021); Hannah Hoffman, Los 
Angeles (2021); Sies + Höke, Düsseldorf (2019); MAXXI, Rome (2018); Kölnischer Kunstverein, Cologne (2018); as well as 
numerous group exhibitions worldwide. Chetrit’s work has been exhibited nationally and internationally at such institutions as 
the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Palais de Tokyo, Paris; Sculpture Center, New York; LACMA, Los Angeles, 
and The Museum of Contemporary Art, Miami, among others. Her last book, Showcaller (2019), was received with critical 
acclaim and is now sold out.

OTA bound paperback with flaps
22 x 29 cm, 112 pages
€45  £35  $55

Publication date: September 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-80-6

Signed edition available
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•	 New and previously unseen work from celebrated photographer Alessandra Sanguinetti, inspired by Michael Lesy’s cult 
1970s book Wisconsin Death Trip

•	 Some Say Ice narrates a strange and ambiguous story of the small town of Black River Falls and its inhabitants through 
poignant black-and-white images

•	 Follows Sanguinetti’s widely exhibited and bestselling series of books The Adventures of Guille and Belinda

Some Say Ice
Alessandra Sanguinetti

Since 2014, Alessandra Sanguinetti has been returning to the small town of Black River Falls in Wisconsin, creating the 
photographs that would come to form the stark and elliptical series Some Say Ice. The same town is the subject of Wisconsin 
Death Trip, a book of photographs taken by Charles Van Schaick in the late 1800s documenting the bleak hardships of the 
lives and deaths of its inhabitants. Sanguinetti first came across this book as a child, and the experience is engraved into 
her memory as her first reckoning with mortality. This encounter eventually led her to explore the strange relationship of 
photography and death, and ultimately to make her own visits to Black River Falls.  

The austere, sculptural scenes and ambiguous, uneasy portraits that make up Some Say Ice depict a place almost outside 
of time. Presented unadorned by text or explication, the photographs are touched with the spirit of the gothic as well as the 
unmistakable tenderness familiar from Sanguinetti’s series The Adventures of Guille and Belinda. By bringing undercurrents 
of doubt and darkness to the surface of her images, Sanguinetti alludes to things absent or invisible, playing on atmospheres 
both real and imagined, as well as the ghostly possibility of undoing death through the act of photography. 

With its title inspired by Robert Frost’s famous poem equivocating on how best one’s inevitable death might be met, Some 
Say Ice is a humane look at the melancholic realities underpinning our lives, seen with glacial clarity by one of the world’s 
foremost photographers.

Alessandra Sanguinetti (b. 1968) is an Argentine/American photographer. She is a recipient of numerous fellowships 
and awards, including the Guggenheim Fellowship, Hasselblad Foundation Grant, Sundance development grant, Robert 
Gardner Peabody Fellowship, and is a member of Magnum Photos. Previous publications include On the Sixth Day (2005), 
Sorry Welcome (2013), Le Gendarme Sur la Colline (2017), and The Adventures of Guille and Belinda and The Illusion of An 
Everlasting Summer (2020).

Silkscreen buckram hardcover
24 x 28 cm, 144 pages
€63  £50  $70

Publication date: October 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-71-4

Signed edition available
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•	 Catalogue raisonné spanning the career of artist Doug Aitken, renowned for his ambitious and immersive multimedia 
works

•	 This extensive volume weaves together visual documents of Aitken’s broad-ranging projects from the last thirty years, 
alongside essays and interviews

•	 Doug Aitken’s pioneering artwork has been received with critical acclaim and exhibited in numerous institutions worldwide

Doug Aitken
Doug Aitken

This comprehensive new book explores the career of multimedia artist Doug Aitken, following the path from the first major 
works in the late 1990s through to the present day. With an opening essay by Daniel Birnbaum framing this in-depth look at 
Aitken’s oeuvre, the book weaves images and text in an energetic composition of rhythm and movement, mirroring the way 
Aitken has approached and explored his conceptual body of artwork through multiple mediums.
 
The book includes new and archival essays as well as far-reaching interviews with the artist, by writers including Russell 
Ferguson, Marc Spiegler, Terry Riley, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Joseph Akel, Katya Tylevich, April Lamm, and Jörg Heiser.

Doug Aitken is an artist who defies definitions of genre. He explores every medium, from film and installations to architectural 
interventions. Reimagining the nature of what a work of art can be and of what an art experience can achieve, Aitken leads 
us into an arena where time, space, and memory are fluid concepts. His artwork has been featured in numerous exhibitions 
around the world, in such institutions as the Whitney Museum of American Art, The Museum of Modern Art, the Vienna 
Secession, the Serpentine Gallery, and the Centre Georges Pompidou. He earned the International Prize at the Venice 
Biennale in 1999 for the installation electric earth.

Silkscreened linen hardcover
25 x 30 cm, 608 pages
€125  £100  $140

Publication date: October 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-25-7

Signed edition available
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•	 Accompanies the first North American survey of Tala Madani’s daring, irreverent paintings, animations, and drawings
•	 The book features newly-commissioned essays that explore Madani’s embrace of taboo, her fearless technique, and her 

place in the larger context of boundary transgression in art history
•	 Catalogue includes a conversation between the artist and curator and several newly commissioned essays, including a 

text by the acclaimed writer Maggie Nelson

Tala Madani: Biscuits 
Tala Madani

Tala Madani:Biscuits accompanies the first North American survey of the Iranian-born artist’s paintings, 
animations, and drawings. Organized by The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (MOCA), the 
exhibition brings together fifteen years of the artist’s incisive work, highlighting the often-absurd socio-cultural 
dynamics enacted within Madani’s art and, more broadly, the potent and combustible relationship between art 
history and global history. The publication is the most comprehensive on Madani’s work to date. Paintings and 
animations from Madani’s major series dating from 2005 to the present are represented by approximately 80 
plates, along with 40 images of Madani’s heretofore unpublished sketchbook drawings, which offer a rare look 
at the rich process by which the artist develops her ribald menagerie of characters. The catalogue also features 
a conversation between Madani and Ali Subotnick, guest curator of the exhibition, as well as new essays by 
Rebecca Lowery, MOCA Assistant Curator; Maggie Nelson, acclaimed Los Angeles-based writer; and Evan 
Calder Williams, Associate Professor at the Center for Curatorial Studies, Bard College. Essays in the book 
range from personal to critical, encompassing contemplations of motherhood and sexual politics, as well as 
contextualizing Madani’s work in art history. 

Co-published with The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles.  

Tala Madani (b. 1981, Tehran, Iran) makes paintings and animations whose indelible images bring together 
wide-ranging modes of critique, prompting reflection on gender, political authority, and questions of who 
and what gets represented in art. Madani has been the subject of solo exhibitions at a number of museums 
worldwide, including Start Museum, Shanghai (2020); Mori Art Museum, Tokyo (2019); Secession, Vienna (2019); 
Portikus, Frankfurt (2019). Her work is also held in the permanent collections worldwide including Moderna 
Museet, Stockholm and Malmö, Sweden; Guggenheim Museum, New York; MOCA, Los Angeles; MoMA, New 
York; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Tate Modern, London; Mori Art Museum, Tokyo; and Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York. Madani lives and works in Los Angeles.

OTA bound paperback with flaps
23.2 x 29.5 cm, 224 pages
€40  £40  $45

Publication date: September 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-72-1 
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In a series of written exchanges, David Campany and Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa consider the options for photography 
in resisting the oppressive orthodoxies of racial capital, conservative history, and neoliberal visual culture. How does the 
essential indeterminacy of photography square with the need to work out alternative practices? How is visibility achieved 
beyond the consensual categories of the mass media and the commodification of art? What models are there for the 
making and reception of photographic books and exhibitions that might cultivate an active spectatorship beyond boutique 
consumerism? These urgent questions and more are discussed in a spirit of speculation and possibility, in the light of signal 
events that have shaped the recent past.

David Campany is a curator, writer, and Managing Director of Programs at the International Center of Photography, New York. 
His books include On Photographs (2020) and a Handful of Dust (2015).

Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa is a photographer, writer, and graduate director of the photography MFA at the Rhode Island 
School of Design. His books include Dark Mirrors (2021), Hiding in Plain Sight (2020), and One Wall a Web (2018). 

•	 Written exchanges from esteemed writer, curator, and artist David Campany and photographer, writer, and editor Stanley 
Wolukau-Wanambwa

•	 Discusses the role of images in shaping public life, reflecting on pivotal events including the murder of George Floyd and 
the Covid-19 pandemic

•	 An accessible and stimulating introduction to the major ethical and political questions facing photography today
•	 Part of the DISCOURSE series of short, incisive essays about a theme, artwork, or idea in affordable editions

Indeterminacy: Thoughts on Time, the Image, and Race(ism)
David Campany & Stanley Wolukau-Wanambwa

Paperback with flap
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 160 pages
€18.5  £15  $20 

Publication date: June 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-48-6

DISCOURSE 006
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What makes a good listener? There are a number of commonsensical ideas about what constitutes doing it well — patience, 
tolerance, availability, responsiveness, lack of moral judgement — but is it really so simple? Is it a skill one can easily learn or
more of a quirk or talent? And why do some people seem to be so much better at it than others?

Written by a psychoanalyst and a violinmaker, Uneasy Listening is a dialogue between two very different kinds of professional 
listener: the former working with speech, the latter with musical instruments. Beginning as total strangers, Anouchka Grose 
and Robert Brewer Young embark on an engaging, entertaining, and winding meditation on communication that weaves 
together wide-ranging references from across psychoanalytic theory, philosophy, and contemporary politics and culture. As 
they discuss the differences, similarities, and resonances between their practices, they run up against some of the illuminating 
difficulties of dialogue itself. The result is a kind of awkward duet in which two thinkers and practitioners accommodate, 
interrupt, and perplex each other in an attempt to say something about what listening means. 

Anouchka Grose is a psychoanalyst and writer practicing in London. She is the author of two novels and six non-fiction 
books. Grose’s writing has been published in Granta Magazine and The Guardian, amongst others. She frequently gives talks 
at museums and galleries, as well as speaking on the radio.

Robert Brewer Young stands among the world’s most active and respected violinmakers. Trained as a luthier in the artists’
studios of Carnegie Hall in New York, Robert has cared for scores of instruments by Stradivari, Guarneri, and other classical
Italian masters. He is now devoted exclusively to making signature instruments in the spirit of these Cremonese visionaries.
Robert’s cellos, violins, and violas are played by soloists and in orchestras around the world. He is currently completing 
doctoral work in mathematics and logic and is on the faculty of the European Graduate School in Switzerland as a lecturer
in philosophy.

Uneasy Listening: Notes on Hearing and Being Heard
Anouchka Grose & Robert Brewer Young

Paperback with flap
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 96 pages
€15.5  £12  $18

Publication date: June 2022  
ISBN 978-1-913620-77-6

DISCOURSE 007

•	 A conversation between a psychoanalyst and a violinmaker, exploring listening and its role in their respective practices as 
well as our everyday lives

•	 This engaging and surprising dialogue considers embarrassment, politeness, and the notion of unconscious bias, drawing 
on psychoanalytic theory, philosophy, and contemporary political and cultural events

•	 ‘A remarkable book about a strangely overlooked subject. Once we listen to our listening, as Grose and Young show, 
extraordinary things begin to happen.’ Adam Phillips

•	 Part of the DISCOURSE series of short, incisive essays about a theme, artwork, or idea in affordable editions
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‘A path along the floor, of proportions 1x21 units, photographed. Photographs printed actual size of objects and prints 
attached to the floor so that images are perfectly congruent with their objects.’ With these words of instruction, typed on 
a humble card in 1967, Victor Burgin conceived one of the most profound and remarkable works of photographic art. Each 
time it was exhibited, it had to be made anew, unique to its setting. Embracing Minimal and Conceptual art, performance 
and site-specific installation, there is no other artwork like Photopath. In his characteristically analytical and associative 
manner, writer and curator David Campany takes the reader through the history and implications of Photopath, and their 
place in the breadth of Victor Burgin’s art and theoretical writings.

David Campany is a curator, writer, and Managing Director of Programs at the International Center of Photography, New York. 
His books include On Photographs (2020) and a Handful of Dust (2015).

• A shrewd analysis of Victor Burgin’s unique 1960s artwork Photopath and its profound art-historical implications by 
writer and curator David Campany

• Victor Burgin is an artist, writer, and educator, who first came to prominence in the late 1960s as one of the originators 
of Conceptual Art

• Renowned for his engaging and rigorous writing, exhibitions and public speaking, David Campany has authored many 
books, including On Photographs (2020), So Present, So Invisible: Conversations on Photography (2018), a Handful of 
Dust (2015), and has written over two hundred essays for monographs and museums

Victor Burgin’s Photopath
David Campany

Paperback with flap
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 112 pages
€15.5  £12  $20

Publication date: October 2022
ISBN 978-1-913620-66-0

DISCOURSE 008
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Silkscreen paperback with flaps
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 128 pages

ISBN 978-1-912339-83-9
March 2020
€9.5 £8 $12

Paperback with flaps
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 120 pages

ISBN 978-1-913620-02-8
September 2020
€8 £7.5 $9

A digital edition is available

ISBN 978-1-913620-15-8
October 2020
€8 £7.5 $9

A digital edition is available

In 1972, as his career was beginning to take off, Lewis Baltz conducted a revealing 
interview, an increasingly sardonic exchange which offers his first considered statement 
about photography. This volume presents Baltz’s interview fully annotated with an 
introductory essay by Duncan Forbes.

Duncan Forbes, An Interview with Lewis Baltz

Sally Stein, Migrant Mother, Migrant Gender

Dr Sally Stein reconsiders Dorothea Lange’s iconic portrait of maternity and modern 
emblem of family values in light of Lange’s long-overlooked pictures of fathers and 
sons, proposing that Migrant Mother should in fact be seen as a disruptive image of 
women’s conflictual relation to home and the world.

In January 2020, Alec Soth received a letter from Chris Fausto Cabrera, an inmate of 
the Minnesota Correctional Facility in Rush City, asking the photographer to engage 
in a dialogue. Their expansive correspondence reflects on the Covid-19 pandemic, the 
Black Lives Matter Movement, justice and accountability, and the redemptive power 
of art and imagination.

C. Fausto Cabrera & Alec Soth, The Parameters of Our Cage

004

Silkscreen paperback with flaps
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 40 pages

ISBN 978-1-913620-16-5
November 2020
€9.5 £8 $12

A digital edition is available

In Photography’s Neoliberal Realism, writer and critic Jörg Colberg confronts the 
work of widely celebrated photographers Annie Leibovitz, Gregory Crewdson, and 
Andreas Gursky, examining how these artists produce capitalism’s equivalent of the 
Soviet Union’s socialist realism by giving photographic form to widely held and rarely 
questioned beliefs and ideas.

Jörg Colberg, Photography’s Neoliberal Realism 

A series of small books in which a cultural theorist, curator, or artist explores a theme, an artwork, or an idea in an extended text.

005

Paperback with flaps
12.5 x 19.5 cm, 224 pages

ISBN 978-1-913620-19-6
June 2021
€17.5 £15 $20

Fascinated by theorist Chantal Mouffe’s strikingly prophetic critiques of the ‘beyond 
left and right’ politics of neoliberalism, artist Anna Ostoya composed a series of 
portraits based on sketches of people on the New York City. The resulting collage 
work, combining Mouffe’s words with fragments of her own paintings, is presented 
here alongside a wide-ranging conversation between Ostoya and Mouffe.

Anna Ostoya & Chantal Mouffe, Politics and Passions
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REPRINTS

Songbook (First edition, 
fourth printing) 
Alec Soth

€55  £45  $65 
ISBN 978-1-910164-02-0

I Know How Furiously Your Heart 
Is Beating (Second Printing) 
Alec Soth

€60  £50  $70 
ISBN 978-1-912339-31-0

ZZYZX (First edition, fourth 
printing) 
Gregory Halpern

€45  £35  $55 
ISBN 978-1-910164-65-5

The Adventures of Guille and 
Belinda and The Enigmatic 
Meaning of Their Dreams 
Alessandra Sanguinetti

€60  £55  $70
ISBN 978-1-913620-13-4

Day Sleeper (First Edition, Second 
Printing) 
Sam Contis

€35  £30  $40
ISBN 978-1-912339-64-8

India
Sara Books 
ravindrasaxena@sarabooksindia.com

London
MACK Books Ltd
Units E & B Emperor House 
Dragonfly Place
London
SE4 2FL
+44(0) 207 442 2190

Udine
MACK Books Italia S.R.L.S
via Antonio Zanon 18
33100 Udine
Italy

Berlin
MACK Books GmbH
Immanuelkirchstrasse 33
10405
Germany
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